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Any conservative approach to the conjoined issues of marriage, welfare, and abortion must begin with marriage. Marriage is intrinsically linked to human flourishing. It is vital to children’s well-being and upward mobility. Conservatives should follow a two-track strategy: seeking to limit abortion directly while simultaneously strengthening marriage. These policies are synergistic because increased marriage inherently reduces abortion. What should be avoided are policies that seek to reduce abortion by restoring permissive welfare and increasing subsidies for single parenthood. This approach is sure to backfire, resulting in less marriage and more abortion.

The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization has placed questions about abortion and the rights of the unborn in the forefront of public discussion. As this discussion unfolds, it is critical that the connections between abortion, marriage, and the welfare state be understood.

Abortion on demand, established by the Roe v. Wade decision, provided a double dose of negative outcomes. It dramatically increased both abortions and births among non-married women. By contrast, conservative welfare reform policies enacted in the 1990s, by emphasizing personal responsibility and prudent limits on benefits, had the opposite effect: They simultaneously reduced both non-marital abortions and non-marital births. Welfare reform placed work requirements and time limits on cash welfare programs supporting predominantly single parents. It emphasized self-support, employment, reliance on fathers, and marriage. Welfare reform slowed and then halted the rapid disintegration of American family structure that plagued American society from the late 1960s through the 1980s. Reform substantially reduced poverty in single-parent families while contributing to a dramatic reduction in the non-marital abortion rate. Unfortunately, however, welfare reform is currently under siege by the Left.
Marriage and Abortion

The rise in abortion and the collapse of marriage are intrinsically linked; 85 percent of abortions occur among non-married women. Some 35 percent of pregnancies among non-married women are ended by abortion. Among married women, the figure is 3 percent. An unborn child of an unmarried woman is thus 11 times more likely to have its life ended by abortion than is the child of a married woman.

Because abortion is far more frequent among non-married women, expanding and strengthening marriage will inevitably bring down the number of abortions. Weakening and decreasing marriage will have the opposite effect.

However, because abortion and non-marriage are intertwined, there is a common view that an increase in non-marital abortion will cause a corresponding drop in births outside marriage. Some argue, therefore, that by reducing single parenthood, abortion on demand will reduce child poverty, welfare dependence, crime, and other social problems. In fact, the exact opposite is true.

When Roe v. Wade established nationwide abortion on demand, abortion increased dramatically. But Roe v. Wade also dramatically altered social norms: Marriage declined, non-marital sexual activity increased, and non-marital pregnancies skyrocketed. Over the next two decades, annual non-marital abortions rose by 670,000, and annual non-marital pregnancies soared by nearly 1.5 million. For every added abortion, there were more than two added non-marital pregnancies and more than one extra non-marital birth. Roe v. Wade both increased abortion and accelerated the collapse of marriage.

The Social and Personal Benefits of Marriage

The collapse of marriage should be a paramount social concern. Marriage not only substantially reduces abortion, but also generates manifold social, psychological, and economic benefits. Marriage serves as an all-purpose antibody protecting against a broad array of social problems while positively enhancing personal and social well-being. For example, marriage dramatically reduces poverty, dramatically drops child sexual abuse, lowers suicide rates, decreases drug abuse, increases educational attainment, raises wages, improves physical and mental health, and increases longevity.

A healthy marriage is one of the two most important factors contributing to personal happiness. Marriage is also a very strong factor in promoting...
the upward mobility of children. The erosion of marriage has a marked effect on the violent crime rate in communities. Holding race, poverty, and other background variables constant, a one percentage point increase in the share of households in the community that are married is associated with a 2 percent decline in violent crime per capita.

Strong and widespread marriage also boosts overall growth in the economy. This important connection has been investigated by researchers W. Bradford Wilcox and Robert Lerman. Comparing economic growth between U.S. states, they found that states with greater declines in the number of intact families (measured by the percent of parents living in two-parent families) had slower growth across their entire economies. In other words, declining marriage impedes general economic growth.

The research by Wilcox and Lerman shows that for every 2 percent decline in the share of parents residing in two-parent families, there was a decline of approximately 1 percent in gross domestic product (GDP) per capita across the whole state population. Extrapolating these figures for
the U.S. economy as a whole would mean that the decline in two-parent families over the past half-century would have resulted in a reduction of around 5.5 percent in annual GDP in 2021. This amounts to a loss of $1.3 trillion or around $3,800 per capita in 2021 alone. Over a decade, the economic loss comes to $13 trillion.

Permissive Welfare and Marital Decline

*Roe v. Wade* and abortion on demand were not the only factors leading to marital decline and the explosive growth in non-marital childbearing. Even more important was the expansion of the permissive welfare state. In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson announced the “War on Poverty.” This declaration was followed over the next decade by more lenient welfare policies, higher benefits, and extensive new welfare programs. By the late 1960s, eligibility and benefits in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program were greatly expanded. Even nominal work requirements were made non-enforceable. New benefits were added through the food stamp and Medicaid programs.

The new welfare state promoted by the War on Poverty focused on subsidizing single parenthood. Added benefits reduced the importance of fathers in the home. Moreover, expanded AFDC and the new welfare programs had substantial marriage penalties. A low-income mother who married the employed father of her children would lose nearly all welfare benefits; marriage would thus cause the joint economic resources of many couples to fall. The War on Poverty had made marriage economically irrational for many parents.

In 1968, the Supreme Court added to the assault on marriage by ruling that a non-married mother had a legal right to continue to receive welfare while cohabiting with any man who was not the father of her children. However, if a mother married the employed father of her children, benefits almost always would be terminated. This amounted to a governmental declaration of war against stable marriage in low-income families.

High benefits plus the bizarre and explicit policy of condoning and subsidizing non-marital cohabitation while punishing healthful marriage led to the rapid collapse of marriage in low-income communities, especially among blacks. Within two decades, the percentage of black children born outside marriage rose from around 30 percent to 69 percent. In many low-income black communities, marriage all but disappeared.

Nor were blacks the only victims of the War on Poverty. In the 30 years following the declaration of the War on Poverty, the percentage of white
children who were born outside marriage rose sevenfold from 3.4 percent in 1964 to 23.6 percent in 1993.\textsuperscript{14} At the beginning of the welfare reform period, the share of white children born outside marriage rivaled the black rate at the beginning of the War on Poverty.

The Arrival of Welfare Reform

The welfare reform process began in 1992 following presidential candidate Bill Clinton’s bold promise to “end welfare as we know it.”\textsuperscript{15} This pledge played a central, heavily publicized role in Clinton’s successful election campaign that year. The reform process continued through a period of heavily publicized legislative debate and state policy waivers and ended with the enactment of reform legislation in August of 1996.\textsuperscript{16}

Welfare reform had two dimensions: (1) the actual policy changes enacted in the law and (2) the very strong symbolic message of personal responsibility, time limits on aid, and work requirements that began with Clinton’s vivid promise in the 1992 election campaign.

Clinton promised to restore “a simple, dignified principle: no one who can work can stay on welfare forever.” According to Clinton, welfare should be “temporary” and never “a way of life.” His solution was a two-year time limit on welfare without work.\textsuperscript{17} Coming from a Democrat, these revolutionary proposals were the most significant statements on welfare since Johnson’s declaration of the War on Poverty almost two decades earlier.

The pledge to “end welfare as we know it” appeared widely in Clinton’s campaign ads and was heard across society including among current and prospective welfare recipients. Since welfare recipients do not study the details of legislation, the symbolic rhetoric surrounding reform had an initial impact on behavior that was at least as great as legislation itself.\textsuperscript{18}

Although President Clinton employed bold rhetoric, once he was elected, his welfare reform agenda was sidetracked by health care policy and strong opposition to welfare reform within his own party and Administration.\textsuperscript{19} The Clinton Administration, however, did approve a number of waivers for state experimentation in the AFDC program.\textsuperscript{20}

Clinton’s failure to act on his pledge to “end welfare as we know it” helped Republicans to win control of the House of Representatives in 1994. Emboldened by Clinton’s rhetoric, the Republicans featured welfare reform policies to strengthen work and marriage in their \textit{Contract with America}.\textsuperscript{21} Once in control of the House, they proceeded to enact legislation embodying much of their original plan. Following two vetoes, President Clinton signed the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation
Act of 1996 (PRWORA)\textsuperscript{22} into law on August 22, 1996, approximately two and a half months before the presidential election.\textsuperscript{23} By that time, many states had begun to increase their emphasis on work-related activities in AFDC in anticipation of coming reform.

The welfare reform law signed by President Clinton fundamentally changed the welfare system for families with children. The new law replaced AFDC with Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). TANF had two salient features: a work requirement imposed on up to half of the TANF caseload and a five-year time limit on benefits.\textsuperscript{24} The work requirements and time limits in the new TANF program were intended to reduce dependence and increase employment.\textsuperscript{25} Critically, however, these reforms were also aimed at strengthening two-parent families. It was hoped that these changes would stem the rise of non-marital births and stabilize family structure.

Finally, the reform law altered the new program’s federal funding structure. AFDC had been funded on an entitlement basis. Generally speaking, this meant that state governments set their own eligibility standards and per family benefit levels, and the federal government guaranteed that it would pay roughly half of whatever costs ensued. Under TANF, AFDC’s entitlement funding structure was replaced by fixed-sum funding. Each state was given a fixed annual amount of federal money that would not be increased for inflation or caseload growth. Moreover, if a state government reduced its welfare caseloads or benefits, it was free to use any federal money saved for other state projects.\textsuperscript{26}

These new financing rules created strong financial incentives for state governments to reduce caseloads and dependence and divert limited funds to other services. Any state that chose to maintain a traditional AFDC-style welfare system with fixed benefits and growing caseloads would end up paying for the added costs with state revenue. In the long run, these added costs would be very high. Today, for example, to maintain 1996 benefit levels in constant dollars with historic AFDC caseload growth, the average state would need to quadruple its current state spending on TANF.

No state took the approach of using state revenue to sustain traditional welfare dependence. Instead, both red and blue states substantially cut their pre-reform caseloads.\textsuperscript{27} (See Chart 2.) Adjusted for inflation, combined federal and state spending on TANF has been cut approximately in half. Moreover, both red and blue states typically devote less than half of this diminished spending to cash welfare; by state choice, the majority of TANF funding goes instead to services such as day care and training.\textsuperscript{28} Although blue states still rhetorically support large permissive welfare systems, they clearly do not wish to finance such systems with their own revenue.
The Impact of Welfare Reform

Welfare reform in the 1990s produced a broad array of positive outcomes, reversing or diminishing many of the corrosive effects of the older permissive welfare system. Welfare reform sought to reduce dependence and increase employment, but most critically, it sought to halt the debilitating rise of non-marital childbearing. Work requirements and time limits in the new TANF program were implicitly aimed at reducing the economic utility of single parenthood and non-marital births and raising the comparative utility of marriage. It was hoped that these changes would stem the rise of non-marital births and stabilize family structure.

Welfare reform produced eight strong positive outcomes. Specifically, reform:

- Dramatically reduced traditional welfare dependence;
- Increased employment and produced an unprecedented drop in child poverty among single parents;
- Halted the rapid decline of two-parent families;
- Contributed strongly to the dramatic decrease in teen non-marital births;
- Halted the rapid rise in non-marital birth and pregnancy rates;
- Effectively stopped the rapid rise in the percentage of children born outside marriage;
- Produced a sharp decline in abortions among non-married teens; and
- Contributed substantially to the decreased abortion rate among non-married women in general.

Dramatically Reducing Traditional Dependence

Before reform, more than 9 million of America’s children—one child in seven—was receiving monthly AFDC cash benefits. More than 90 percent of the families on AFDC were headed by single parents. On average, these families remained on the program for 13 years. Only 8.9 percent worked.
After reform, the AFDC caseload (which had not appreciably declined even temporarily since World War II) quickly plummeted. By 2019, only 2.2 million of America’s children—3 percent—were receiving cash benefits from the AFDC’s replacement program, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families. As Chart 2 shows, welfare reform has cut the rate of dependence on traditional cash aid by nearly 80 percent.

Reducing Child Poverty Among Single-Parent Families by Two-Thirds

More than 90 percent of families in AFDC and TANF were single-parent families. Therefore, the impact of welfare reform on poverty can best be assessed by examining poverty trends for these single-parent families. Based on self-reported spending, the poverty rate among single-parent families was relatively flat before welfare reform. Immediately after reform, poverty among these families began to decline sharply, falling...
from 33 percent in 1996 to 11 percent today, a decline of more than 60 percent.\textsuperscript{31}

If the value of subsidized housing and school meals is counted, only around 8 percent of such families are poor today. Married-parent families (who were less affected by reform) experienced smaller reductions, starting from a lower initial poverty rate.
Today, welfare reform is viewed as primarily about employment and dependence, but that is misleading. Three of the 1996 act’s four major goals involved reducing non-marital childbearing and strengthening the two-parent family.  

Before reform, family structure was disintegrating rapidly. This can be seen in Chart 4. The Y axis on the chart measures the percentage of children residing in married two-parent families. For more than two decades before welfare reform, this number decreased steadily. In 1970, 85 percent of children resided in married two-parent families; by 1996, the number had fallen to 68 percent.  

However, as the chart shows, this relentless collapse of two-parent families came to an abrupt halt with the enactment of welfare reform in 1996. The long-term trend line kinked sharply, and for a
quarter-century, family structure has been largely stable. The percent of children in married two-parent families today is only slightly lower than it was in 1996. This was, in fact, the greatest accomplishment of reform.

The dotted line on the chart shows the percentage of children who would have lived in two-parent families if the alarming trend in family deterioration before welfare reform had persisted. If family structure had continued to collapse at the pre-reform rate, only 53 percent of children would currently reside in two-parent families; an additional 9 million children would now reside in single-parent homes. Thus, if the negative trend had not sharply shifted with welfare reform, more than one-fifth of the children now living in two-parent homes would instead live in single-parent or no-parent families.

Because family structure promotes more rapid economic growth, the halt in family collapse shown in Chart 4 strengthened the economy and raised overall incomes. Based on the research by Wilcox and Lerman, the stabilization of family structure in the early 1990s raised GDP by an estimated $1.16 trillion and annual per capita income by $3,400 in 2021.

Reversing the Rapid Rise in the Teen Non-Marital Birth Rate

Welfare reform also coincided with and contributed strongly to a dramatic drop in the teen non-marital birth rate. (This rate measures the number of births outside marriage for each 1,000 non-married girls aged 15 to 19.) For three decades before reform, the teen non-marital birth rate skyrocketed. In 1960, as Chart 5 shows, there were 15 non-marital births for each 1,000 non-married girls and young women. By 1992, the rate had nearly tripled to 44 births per 1,000 non-married girls and young women.

With the onset of welfare reform, this steady increase promptly reversed, and the non-marital teen birth rate began to fall rapidly. By 2019, the non-marital teen birth rate had dropped all the way back to the 1960 level of 15 non-marital births per 1,000. Welfare reform was the key factor that effectively ended a severe and rising problem that had plagued the country for three decades.

Halting the Growth in the Non-Marital Birth Rate

Since its inception in the 1930s, the welfare system for families with children had focused both implicitly and explicitly on subsidizing single parents. With the onset of the War on Poverty, non-marital childbearing and single
parenthood began to soar. With the establishment of the permissive welfare system in the late 1960s, non-marital births as a share of all births were rising by approximately 1 percent each year. This alarming trend continued relentlessly up to the election of President Clinton in the early 1990s.

Welfare reform sought to halt the deleterious rise on non-marital childbearing. Work requirements and time limits in the new TANF program were implicitly aimed at reducing the economic utility of single parenthood and non-marital births and raising the comparative utility of marriage. It was hoped that these changes would stem the rise of non-marital births and stabilize family structure.

Chart 6 shows that these efforts were successful. The chart shows the historic trends in pregnancy and childbirth among non-married women before and after welfare reform. The solid line shows the non-marital birth
rate, defined as the number of births per 1,000 unmarried women of childbearing age (15 to 44). The non-marital birth rate more than doubled in the three decades before welfare reform, rising from around 20 per 1,000 women in 1960 to 30 per 1,000 in 1980, and then exploded upward in the next decade, reaching 45 births per 1,000 in 1990.

This rise in non-marital childbearing cannot be explained by general demographic trends. During this period, the marital birth rate was on the opposite course. It fell dramatically in the 1960s and early 1970s and then remained flat in the 1980s. The welfare state, not demographic factors, was clearly the main driver of the sharp upward rise in non-marital births.

With the onset of welfare reform, the trend line abruptly shifted, and the non-marital birth rate abruptly halted its three-decade rise. The rate has remained relatively flat for 30 years; in 2022, it was actually slightly lower than when Clinton was elected in 1992. As the chart demonstrates, the welfare reform goal of halting the rise in the non-marital birth rate was largely achieved.

Although the long-run trend in the non-marital birth rate has remained nearly flat since the early 1990s, there have been small hills and valleys within this general pattern. During the 1990s, the rate fell slightly. This was followed by a sharp uptick in the rate between 2004 and 2008. This uptick was caused primarily by two factors: a surge in births to older non-married women who had postponed childbirth in the 1990s, and a steady rise in births to non-married cohabiting parents.

In 2008, the onset of the great recession led to sharp increases in unemployment and economic hardships. This prompted the non-marital birth rate to fall sharply. Between 2008 and 2011, the recession appears to have caused a drop of about four births per 1,000 non-married women, or approximately half of the decline in the period.

After 2010, the non-marital birth rate fell slowly and steadily. This decline was caused largely by an end to the surge in postponed births to older non-married women and by a halt in the rise of births to non-married cohabiting parents. Throughout the entire period, the welfare reform policies continued to operate, providing an altered incentive structure that enabled the continuing reduction of non-marital births.

The dotted line on Chart 6 represents the non-marital pregnancy rate. This is defined as the number of pregnancies per 1,000 unmarried women aged 15 to 44. (Pregnancy data are not available for the years before 1973 when Roe v. Wade was decided.) As noted previously, Roe v. Wade was followed by a dramatic surge in non-marital abortion and an even larger increase in non-marital pregnancy. Opening access to abortion obviously led to a dramatic increase in non-marital sexual activity with lax use of contraception.
In the early 1990s, however, a sharp inflection point in the trend of non-marital pregnancy appeared. Following the onset of welfare reform, the rate reversed and then fell steadily for the next 30 years. In 2022, the non-marital pregnancy rate was 59 per 1,000, one-third lower than the rate in 1992.

Systematic welfare reform was the primary cause of the continuing drop in non-marital pregnancy rates after 1992. Newly established time limits and work requirements in welfare made childbearing outside of marriage less attractive. As a consequence, casual, non-committed sexual activity became less frequent, and contraception was used more effectively. As non-martial pregnancy declined, the increase in non-marital births came to a halt.

Another subsidiary factor in the later decline of non-marital pregnancy rates was the increased use of Long-Acting Reversible Contraceptives (LARCs), which include primarily Intrauterine Devices.
(IUDs) but also hormonal implants. Between 2002 and 2019, LARC use increased gradually from 2 percent to 10.7 percent of all women of childbearing age. LARCs are nearly 100 percent effective in preventing pregnancy. Increased substitution of LARCs for less effective alternatives may have reduced the non-marital pregnancy rate by four to eight pregnancies per 1,000 women (married and non-married) between 2002 and 2019.

Overall, welfare reform generated an abrupt change in the trend in non-marital pregnancies and births in the early 1990s. After that, welfare reform policies have continued to operate to the present. The continuation of welfare reform provided the systemic incentive structure that enabled other factors to operate.

Halting the Rapid Rise in the Percentage of Children Born Outside Marriage

Another important measure of trends in family formation is the percentage of children born outside of marriage. Chart 7 shows that the share of children born outside of marriage has increased dramatically over time. In 1964, at the beginning of the War on Poverty, 7 percent of children were born outside of marriage. This number rose with increasing rapidity during the permissive welfare period, reaching 33 percent in 1994 in the middle of the welfare reform period.

Then, as the chart shows, the trend line kinked abruptly and remained nearly flat for a decade. The trend briefly resumed an upward course between 2004 and 2008. It then plateaued and remains at approximately that level today. In the long term, welfare reform coincided with a decisive shift in the trajectory of family formation. During the period between Roe v. Wade in 1973 and the onset of welfare reform, the share of children born outside of marriage was rising steadily by 0.9 percent points per year. After reform, the ratio continued to rise but at a much slower average pace of 0.4 percent points per year.

The dotted line on Chart 7 shows the share of births that would have occurred outside of marriage if the pre-welfare trends in the non-marital birth ratio had continued unabated. As the chart shows, more than 55 percent of children would now be born out of wedlock. The actual number today (shown on the red line on the chart) is 40.5 percent. The shift toward marriage and away from single parenthood that occurred with welfare reform means that an additional 15 percent of children, or 550,000 children, are born to married couples rather than single parents each year.
The solid red line in Chart 7 shows that 60 percent of children today are born to married couples and 40 percent to unmarried parents. However, there is a little-known social change that qualifies this basic statistic. That change is the strong increase in parental cohabitation at the time of a child’s birth followed by parental marriage after the child’s birth.

Remarkably, one-fourth (around 900,000) of America’s children each year are born to parents who are not married but who are living together when the child is born. This means that 85 percent of children are born either to parents who are married (60 percent) or cohabiting (25 percent) at birth. Only 15 percent of children are born to mothers who live alone without the child’s father.51

Births to cohabiting parents have increased enormously since welfare reform, rising from 11 percent of all births in the early 1990s to 26 percent

**NOTE:** The green trend line, which omits families with post-birth marriages, includes interpolated data.

**SOURCES:** U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Surveys, and data from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics, National Survey of Family Growth, various years.
today. By contrast, births to isolated single mothers living alone have remained essentially flat at about 16 percent for this period. Nearly all of the growth in non-marital childbearing since the onset of welfare reform has occurred among non-married but cohabiting parents.

Of course, cohabitation by two parents is not the equivalent of marriage.\textsuperscript{52} The good news is that half of the parent couples that have children while cohabiting do marry within five years of the child’s birth.\textsuperscript{53} When these marriages occur, the subsequent relationship will be as stable as other marriages within society.\textsuperscript{54} Such marriages generate benefits for children, parents, and society.

The fact that about half of the parents who were cohabiting at the time of the child’s birth subsequently marry means that each year, some 13 percent of each birth cohort (or 470,000 children) benefit from post-birth parental marriages. Altogether, today approximately 73 percent of children are born to married couples (60 percent) or have parents who marry after the birth (around 13 percent).

Strikingly, this overall figure is very similar to the same figure at the beginning of welfare reform in 1992 when 70 percent of children were born to married couples and perhaps 5 percent had parents who married after birth. Once marriages after birth are counted, there has been little decline in marriage since the start of welfare reform. This critical fact is shown by the green line on Chart 7, which is nearly flat for the entire post-reform period.\textsuperscript{55}

The increase in parental cohabitation and post-birth marriage began before welfare reform but increased dramatically during the reform and post-reform periods. This new trend was in keeping with the premises of reform, which held that if the utility of conventional welfare was reduced, potential single mothers would come to rely more heavily on both work and fathers. However, the exact mechanism of marital increase was certainly not foreseen.

Nonetheless, the simple fact that one in four parent couples cohabit at the time of birth represents an enormous opportunity to strengthen family formation. It indicates that while marriage has eroded in lower-income communities, implicit interest and support for stable relationships between mothers and fathers remains.

**Reducing Teen Pregnancy and Abortions**

Some opposed welfare reform in 1996 because they believed it would increase abortions, particularly among teens. Chart 5, presented above, shows that welfare reform was followed by a rapid decline in teen births. Was this decline caused by an increase in abortions?
As Chart 8 demonstrates, the answer is no. In fact, the opposite occurred. Welfare reform marked the onset of a rapid and concurrent decline in pregnancies, abortions, and births among girls aged 15 to 19. All three metrics fell together in nearly equal proportions. In 1992, there were 36 abortions per 1,000 women aged 15 to 19; by 2017, the number had fallen to eight per 1,000 women aged 15 to 19.56

**Reducing the Non-Marital Abortion Rate**

Chart 9 shows the non-marital pregnancy rate and non-marital abortion rate over time. The non-marital pregnancy rate (previously shown in Chart 6) measures the number of pregnancies per 1,000 un-married women aged 15 to 44. The non-marital abortion rate measures the number of abortions per 1,000 non-married women aged 15 to 44.

The non-marital pregnancy rate is represented by the dotted line on the chart.57 This rate skyrocketed after *Roe v. Wade*. Following
implementation of the Hyde Amendment, which barred federal funding for abortion in 1978, the pregnancy rate continued to increase, although at a slower pace. (The slower rise in pregnancy suggests that the Hyde Amendment led to somewhat greater self-restraint in non-marital sexual activity and more consistent contraceptive use, but this change alone was not enough to stop the rise in the non-marital pregnancy rate.) By 1992, the pregnancy rate was 89 per 1,000 women. This means that about one in 10 non-married women became pregnant each year at the beginning of welfare reform.

Following the onset of welfare reform, the non-marital pregnancy rate fell steadily through the post-reform period; by 2020, the rate was 59.6 per 1,000, nearly one-third lower than the peak at the beginning of reform. This led not only to a substantial decrease in the non-marital birth rate (as shown in Chart 6), but also to a substantial decline in the non-marital abortion rate.
Because each pregnancy by definition ends in either a birth or an abortion, if the non-marital pregnancy rate declines, *ceteris paribus*, both non-marital births and abortions will decline. This is exactly what happened following welfare reform.

The decline in the non-marital abortion rate is shown by the solid line on Chart 8. The rate soars upward after *Roe v. Wade*, peaking at 54 per 1,000 women in 1979. Approximately one in 20 non-married women had an abortion that year.

However, the non-marital abortion rate stops rising shortly after implementation of the Hyde Amendment and remains relatively flat during the 1980s. In 1992 (the year candidate Bill Clinton proposed to “end welfare as we know it”), the abortion rate was 44 per 1,000 women. During the next three decades, the rate fell steadily, reaching 21 per 1,000 in 2020. Approximately one non-married woman in 50 had an abortion that year. Overall, the non-marital abortion rate has been cut by more than half since welfare reform.

The steady decline in the non-marital pregnancy rate was obviously a key factor in the non-marital abortion rate’s decline, but it was not alone. A second key factor was the accompanying decline in the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio. This ratio measures the odds, after a non-marital pregnancy has occurred, that the pregnancy will be terminated by an abortion. An abortion-to-pregnancy ratio of 0.5 means that half of the pregnancies will end in abortion.

Analytically, the non-marital abortion rate equals the non-marital pregnancy rate multiplied by the non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio. For example, if 100 per 1,000 non-married women become pregnant in a given year and the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio is 50 percent, then the abortion rate will be 50 abortions per 1,000 women (100 per 1,000 x 0.5 = 50 per 1,000).

The non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio rose only slightly after *Roe v. Wade*. Nearly all of the dramatic increase in abortions was due to the increase in non-marital pregnancy. The abortion-to-pregnancy ratio peaked at 0.66 at the time of the Hyde Amendment. After that, the ratio began to decline sharply. This indicates that the removal of government funding reduced abortion among non-married pregnant women. But while the ratio fell, the non-marital pregnancy rate continued to rise, and this rise both blunted the impact of the Hyde Amendment in reducing the overall abortion rate and led to a large increase in non-marital births.

The non-marital pregnancy rate finally began to decline only with the onset of welfare reform. Following reform, both the non-marital pregnancy rate and the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio declined steadily and together.
This produced for the first time a simultaneous decline in both non-marital births and abortions.

Between 1992 and 2020, the non-marital pregnancy rate fell from 89.3 per 1,000 to 59.6 per 1,000, while the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio fell from around 0.5 to 0.35. These two factors contributed almost equally to the drop in the non-marital abortion rate, which was cut by more than half, falling (as noted) from 44 abortions per 1,000 non-married women to 21 per 1,000 non-married women over the period.

These changes have made an enormous difference in the annual number of non-marital abortions in the U.S. If both the pregnancy rate and the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio had remained fixed at their 1992 levels, the total number of non-marital abortions would have been around 1.68 million in 2020. The actual number was 795,000. Thus, there has been a total drop of 888,000 annual non-marital abortions relative to the number that would have occurred if the pregnancy rate and abortion-to-pregnancy levels had remained at their pre-reform levels.

Approximately half of this drop was due to the decline in the non-marital pregnancy rate that was initiated by welfare reform. There were at least 486,000 fewer abortions in 2020 because of the steady decline in non-marital pregnancies initiated and fostered by welfare reform.

But these estimates may well understate the impact of welfare reform in reducing abortion because they assume that the non-marital pregnancy rate would simply have remained flat without reform. In reality, the non-marital pregnancy rate was rising rapidly before welfare reform; it seems likely that this rise would have continued without substantial changes in government policy or other factors. Welfare reform halted (or at least strongly contributed to the halt of) the rapid rise in the non-marital pregnancy rate. It is therefore possible that welfare reform interrupted and reversed what otherwise would have been an ongoing rise in non-marital pregnancy. In that case, welfare reform, through its added effect on reducing future non-marital pregnancy, would have reduced annual non-marital abortions by more than 486,000 per year.

Cumulatively, the combined decrease in the non-marital pregnancy rate and abortion-to-pregnancy ratio since the beginning of welfare reform has resulted in 15.9 million fewer non-marital abortions. Some 6.8 million fewer abortions have been the result of the decline in the non-marital pregnancy rate initiated and (at least in part) sustained by welfare reform. The other 9.1 million fewer abortions are the result of the fall in the non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio.
Why Did the Abortion-to-Pregnancy Ratio Fall?

The decline in the non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio has thus had a strong effect on non-marital abortions. The reasons for the ongoing decline in the non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio are not entirely clear. The decline began well before welfare reform and continued during the reform and post-reform periods.

This decline is likely to have been driven by several factors. For example, the Hyde Amendment clearly reduces abortion. States that adhere to the principle of limiting government funding for abortion have lower abortion rates than do states that circumvent the Hyde Amendment by providing state funds for abortion. Dr. Michael New has found that the Hyde Amendment prevents approximately 63,000 abortions each year and saved 2.41 million lives through reduced abortions between 1976 and 2020.64

However, the scope of the Hyde Amendment has remained largely unchanged since the late 1970s and early 1980s, and the list of states that adhere to or circumvent the amendment has been largely fixed since that time. Although the Hyde Amendment has consistently reduced abortion since the early 1980s, its fixed scope makes it an unlikely explanation for why the non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio has fallen dramatically since 1990. New’s statistics, for example, show that the Hyde Amendment prevented around 58,000 abortions in 1990; this number rose very slowly over the next two-and-a-half decades, reaching 63,000 in 2015. Since the impact of the Hyde Amendment appears to have been fairly constant, it cannot explain the one-third drop in the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio that has occurred since 1992.

Another policy that has contributed to the reduction of abortion rates and the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio is state-established informed consent laws. These laws have become more prevalent since the Supreme Court’s 1992 ruling in Planned Parenthood v. Casey. Before 1992, almost no states had these laws; by 2021, 28 states had them.

More than 20 states have enacted “Casey-style” informed consent policies requiring that “women seeking an abortion must be given the opportunity to view state-produced materials that include color photos of fetal development.”65 These laws may also require waiting periods before abortion; 24 states have some form of waiting period, and 12 states require two trips to the abortion facility before the abortion can be performed.66

Both “Casey-style” informed consent policies and waiting period policies that require at least two trips to the abortion facility before an abortion can be performed cause statistically significant and meaningful reductions in abortion rates in the states that have enacted them, saving hundreds of
thousands of lives. However, the impact of these policies does not appear to be sufficient to account for a substantial portion of the national decline in the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio since 1992, in part because of the limited number of states with those policies.\(^{67}\)

Another factor in the decline would be the extensive public education efforts by the pro-life community to demonstrate the humanity of the unborn child. For decades, the right-to-life community has conducted public education campaigns to present the human development status of unborn children facing abortion. They have sought to change the perception that abortion is “merely” another form of birth control. These efforts have likely affected public and personal views on the acceptability of abortion. For example, President Clinton declared that abortion should be “safe, legal and rare,” indicating that abortion was largely undesirable and not to be used except as a last-ditch option. In 2008, candidate Hillary Clinton repeated this formula.\(^{68}\) Changes in perceptions are very likely to have reduced abortions and non-marital pregnancies.

Finally, welfare reform played a role in the decline of the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio. Before reform, 40 percent of non-marital births occurred to parents who were not married but were cohabiting at the time of birth. After reform, this rose to 60 percent.\(^{69}\) Welfare reform contributed to the increase in cohabitation by making it far less likely that non-married mothers would live alone on AFDC and far more likely that they would depend on the child’s father either through cohabitation or marriage.

The rise in cohabitation played an indirect role in the decline of non-marital abortion and the non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio. Involvement of the mother with the child’s father reduces the probability of abortion; thus, increased couple cohabitation at the time of and after conception reduces non-marital abortion.\(^{70}\) Cohabiting couples are half as likely to terminate a pregnancy through abortion when compared to isolated non-married women.\(^{71}\) Over the past three decades, the number of non-marital pregnancies among cohabiting couples has risen from around 30 percent to more than half of all non-marital pregnancies. This rise in cohabiting couples as a share of non-marital pregnancies has led to at least a third of the drop in the non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio in the post-reform period.\(^{72}\)

**Permissive Welfare Does Not Reduce Abortions**

In the post-*Dobbs* environment, some contend that the key to reducing abortion is to increase subsidies to single parenthood. As one advocate states, “Reducing abortions logically implies more single moms having
In this view, a return to permissive welfare will reduce abortion by encouraging non-married pregnant women to give birth rather than abort the child.

This argument turns historical reality upside down. During the regime of permissive welfare, abortion rates were obviously much higher, not lower. Welfare reform clearly contributed to a substantial drop in non-marital pregnancies that in turn led to far fewer, not more, abortions.

History following both *Roe v. Wade* and welfare reform shows that the key determinant of both the non-marital birth and abortion rates is the non-marital pregnancy rate. An increase in the non-marital pregnancy rate leads to both higher non-marital and birth rates. Conversely, a decrease in the pregnancy rate leads to fewer non-marital births and abortions. But the critical non-marital pregnancy rate never decreased until welfare reform.

Finally, if permissive welfare actually led pregnant single women to choose birth rather than abortion, then the non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratio should have risen after welfare reform curtailed permissive welfare. In fact, the opposite happened: The abortion-to-pregnancy ratio fell substantially after reform. This meant that the smaller number of non-married women who became pregnant were more likely to give birth rather than abort their pregnancies.

True, the downward trend in the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio began before welfare reform; it affected both married and unmarried women and has continued steadily since reform. In other words, welfare reform was not the primary cause of this downward trend, but it clearly did not impede it.

Restoring permissive welfare will not reduce abortions. It will, in fact, reactivate the steady disintegration of married families that dominated the pre-reform period. Policies that seek to reduce abortion by strengthening marriage are likely to be the most successful in the long run. Married women are far less likely to have abortions. Married families are more likely to be politically and culturally conservative and therefore to support pro-life views. On the other hand, an increase in single-parent families wedded to the welfare state is unlikely to sustain a conservative and pro-life culture.

**Policies to Strengthen Marriage and Reduce Abortion**

Instead of restoring permissive welfare, those who truly care about reducing abortion, preserving marriage, and improving social well-being should build on the successes of welfare reform. This would include establishing or strengthening work requirements in welfare programs and removing or sharply reducing marriage penalties within the welfare system.
Work requirements can be established or strengthened in many welfare programs including TANF, food stamps, subsidized housing, the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), and cash grants provided through the Child Tax Credit (CTC). Work requirements obviously reduce dependence and increase employment and earnings, but they also have a strong pro-marriage effect. Attaching work requirements to any welfare benefit reduces the utility of that benefit to the potential recipient: A benefit you have to work for is less attractive than a benefit provided for free. Work requirements therefore reduce the utility/reward of welfare dependence for a single mother and increase the relative utility/reward of self-support and support received from the child’s father through either cohabitation or marriage. The changes in non-marital pregnancy and births and parental cohabitation following welfare reform are largely the side effects of the work requirements established by reform.

Welfare reform clearly slowed, if not stopped, the erosion of marriage in the U.S. Nonetheless, marriage and family formation remain in a precarious condition. The next step to strengthen marriage would be to remove or significantly decrease the marriage penalties that exist across the welfare system. Welfare marriage penalties exist because benefits are based on the joint income within a household. If a single mother marries an employed father, the earnings of the father will be applied to her eligibility, and benefits will be sharply cut or eliminated entirely. This creates a considerable financial incentive not to marry. Significant marriage penalties exist in nearly all means-tested welfare programs.

It is clear that marriage penalties have played a large role in the rise of parental cohabitation. Welfare reform incentivized partial reliance on a father’s earnings rather than exclusive reliance on traditional welfare. In response, the share of total births to parents who were not married but were cohabiting at the time of birth have increased from 11 percent in the early 1990s to 26 percent today. By contrast, the share of births to stand-alone mothers did not increase at all but remained fixed at 15 percent of total births.

Why did these couples cohabit rather than marry? Why do those who do marry wait as long as five or more years after their children’s birth to do so? Co-habitational births, like births to isolated single parents, occur predominantly among less educated, lower-income parents. For example, 42 percent of mothers without a high school degree cohabit at the time of birth compared to 9 percent of college-educated mothers.

The most obvious reason for the preference to cohabit rather than marry is the strong financial penalties against marriage in nearly all government
means-tested programs that provide cash, food, housing, medical care, day
care, and other social services. Lower-income families are most affected
by these penalties. They are aware that benefits in most welfare and social
service programs will be cut if they marry. A parent couple can substan-
tially increase its joint economic resources by not marrying and keeping the
father's earnings “off the books,” thereby maximizing the family’s eligibility
for and benefits from a broad array of means-tested welfare programs.79

Unfortunately, cohabitation is unstable. Cohabiting couples who do
marry are likely to remain together; those who do not are likely to fall
apart.80 In most cases, stable marriage will be beneficial to the parents, the
child, and society. This is particularly true for children: Children raised in
the context of marriage have substantially better life outcomes, including
higher levels of educational attainment and better emotional health.81 When
fathers are absent, the consequences are dire: During their teen years, boys
are more likely to engage in delinquent behavior, and girls are seven to eight
times more likely to experience a teenage pregnancy.82

Clearly, government policy should not penalize marriage; it should not
financially discriminate against low-income parents who choose to marry.
Policymakers should seek to reduce or eliminate marriage penalties within
the broad welfare system, preferably holistically rather than piecemeal.83
They can implement this reform by eliminating fraud, waste, and excess
benefits in existing programs and rechanneling the savings to marriage pen-
alty reduction.84 Reducing marriage penalties would significantly increase
marriage rates. One study, for example, finds that reducing the marriage
penalty in the EITC by $1,000 would increase the marriage rate among
low-income women by 10 percent.85 Increasing marriage in this manner
would also significantly reduce abortion.

Conclusion

Any conservative approach to the conjoined issues of marriage, welfare,
and abortion must begin with marriage. As the preamble of the 1996 welfare
reform law states, “Marriage is the foundation of a successful society.”86 The
decline of marriage is the central factor driving child poverty, dependence,
abortion, and many other social problems.

Marriage is intrinsically linked to human flourishing. It is vital to chil-
dren’s well-being and upward mobility. The collapse of marriage expands
the state’s influence, function, and expenditure. A very large share of the
panoply of government welfare and social services (including cash, food,
and housing aid, foster care, child protection, and drug abuse services)
consists of palliatives set up to mitigate the consequences of family disintegration throughout low-income and moderate-income communities. These policies are like efforts to glue Humpty Dumpty together again after his fall. Serious welfare reform would seek to restore marriage, preventing Humpty from falling in the first place.

The conservative welfare reform enacted in the 1990s serves as a template for future policy. That reform simultaneously reduced child poverty, stabilized family structure, halted the rise in the non-marital birth rate, dramatically cut teen pregnancy and births, and reduced abortion.

The *Dobbs* decision should spark a renewed examination of the linkages between marriage, welfare, and abortion. High abortion levels are inherently rooted in the collapse of marriage. Given that 85 percent of abortions occur among non-married women, the erosion of marriage inevitably puts strong upward pressure on the abortion rate.

Before welfare reform, marriage among families with children was rapidly disappearing. Reform constrained the permissive features of welfare by limiting eligibility, imposing work and training requirements, and establishing time limits. In response, family structure stabilized, and the rapid rise in the non-marital birth rate was halted. The non-marital pregnancy rate, which is the necessary precursor to most abortion, stopped rising and began a steady fall.

The fall in the non-marital pregnancy rate following reform has resulted in at least 6.8 million fewer abortions. In addition, the rise in the share of non-marital pregnancies pertaining to cohabiting couples rather than isolated single women has resulted in a drop of another 3 million non-marital abortions. Altogether, changes initiated and promoted by welfare reform have led to 9.8 million fewer non-marital abortions.

Conservatives should follow a two-track strategy: Seek to limit abortion directly while simultaneously strengthening marriage. These policies are synergistic because increased marriage inherently reduces abortion. What should be avoided are policies that seek to reduce abortion by restoring permissive welfare and increasing subsidies for single parenthood. This approach is sure to backfire, resulting in less marriage and more abortion.

In the long run, it will prove impossible to reduce abortion by subsidizing the collapse of marriage. But policymakers can reduce abortion by eliminating or sharply limiting the welfare system’s penalties against marriage, tightening work requirements in welfare, and scaling back rather than increasing the already prolific subsidies for non-marriage and single parenthood.
Appendix: Methodology and Data Sources

Non-Marital Birth Rates

Non-marital births and non-marital birth rates for non-married women ages 15 to 40 are taken from natality statistics prepared by the National Center for Health Statistics utilizing 100 percent of birth certificates registered in the 50 states and the District of Columbia.


Teen Non-Marital Birth Rates


Useful multi-year data may be found in Table 16, “Birth Rates for Unmarried Women, by Age of Mother: United States, 1970, 1975, and

Non-Married Women

Various calculations in this paper use the number of non-married women aged 15 to 44 for individual years. For most years, this number has been arithmetically derived from CDC natality reports by dividing the number of non-marital births in a year by the non-marital birth rate for that year. When these calculated figures can be compared to published population figures, the figures will be nearly identical.

Number of Non-Marital Abortions

The number of non-marital abortions in each year was calculated by multiplying the total number of all abortions provided by the Guttmacher Institute by the percentage of abortions performed on non-married women as reported in the Centers for Disease Control’s “Abortion Surveillance” report for the same year. The figure on total abortions provided by the Guttmacher data is more complete than the figures provided in the CDC “Abortion Surveillance” reports.


**Non-Marital Abortion Rate**

To calculate the non-marital abortion rate, the total number of non-marital abortions was divided by the total number of non-married women aged 15 to 44. The quotient from this was then multiplied by 1,000 to produce $X$ where $X$ = the number of abortions for each 1,000 non-married women aged 15 to 44.

**Non-Marital Pregnancy Rate**

This number equals the non-marital birth rate plus the non-marital abortion rate. Miscarriages are omitted because of the lack of consistent data. However, because miscarriages as a percentage of pregnancies are relatively constant over time, this omission does not significantly alter the trends reported.
Endnotes


10. The analysis examines the impact of changes in family structure on state economic growth between 1977 and 2013. It holds race and other demographic factors and state fixed and year fixed effects constant. The study finds that a change of roughly one percentage point in the share of parents in two-parent families reduced per capita income in the state by around 0.5 percentage points and median personal income by around 0.025 percentage points.


14. These figures cover all whites including those of Hispanic origin. Figures on non-Hispanic whites alone are slightly lower but are not available for the years before 1989.

16. In most of the charts in this paper, the period of welfare reform is marked by two vertical lines. The green line marks the beginning of the welfare reform process in 1992. In that year candidate Bill Clinton largely based his campaign for the presidency on his heavily publicized pledge to “end welfare as we know it.” The yellow line marks the enactment of the welfare reform law, Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA). During this five-year period, welfare reform was constantly in the press and on TV. The period was filled by strong symbolic statements by the President, congressional leaders, and governors. State governments were granted reform waivers by HHS and also engaged increasingly in work promotion on their own.


18. During the multi-year legislative debate and after the passage of the legislation, advocacy groups conducted extensive emotional outreach campaigns in low-income communities to build opposition to reform. To mobilize opposition, these campaigns often made exaggerated claims about the scope and punitive nature of the reform. These alarmist forecasts created exaggerated perceptions of the severity of impending reform among potential welfare recipients. Ironically, these exaggerated perceptions contributed to the success of reform in reducing dependence as prospective recipients became more cautious and forward-thinking in their behavior and turned increasingly from welfare and toward other means of support.

19. Democratic congressional leaders’ opposition to welfare reform was so strong that Clinton privately promised them at a dinner in Little Rock shortly after he won the election that he would not seriously pursue it. See Michael Nelson, Clinton’s Elections: 1992, 1996, and the Birth of a New Era of Governance (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2020), p. 224. Although Clinton’s rhetorical support for reform continued, his initial proposed budget contained no funding for reform and sought instead to expand traditional welfare programs. Clinton appointees in Health and Human Services actually began his presidency by seeking to nullify the very modest work requirement in existing law.


21. The introduction of meaningful reform measures in the Contract with America was largely due to the efforts of Congressman Jim Talent (R–MO).


23. Presidential adviser Dick Morris had warned President Clinton that he would lose the election if he vetoed the legislation a third time.

24. The time limit had enormous symbolic impact. It was widely perceived as the strongest provision in the legislation. In reality, the “bark” of the legislative time limits was more severe than its “bite.” The time limits were porous, and state governments were given numerous quiet opportunities to circumvent them. But the public and potential welfare recipients perceived these limits as firm and unyielding. Potential TANF recipients took jobs rather than going on welfare in order to “save” their five-year eligibility until it was really needed. In fact, few TANF recipients were ever removed because they had reached their time limits; instead, work requirements moved recipients off the caseload far earlier, and the number of single mothers seeking to enroll in the new “work-based, time-limited” welfare program fell considerably.

25. An additional component of the welfare reform process was the expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) in 1993. Although this policy change preceded and was not formally part of welfare reform, it was largely in keeping with the aims and design of reform. The EITC stood in contrast to the traditional AFDC program. The EITC had an unconditional and permanent work requirement, strong rewards for employment, and marriage penalties that were less severe than AFDC’s. The EITC in many respects dovetailed and reinforced the aims of welfare reform. However, the EITC’s history shows that this program was not responsible for the abrupt and unprecedented behavioral changes that occurred in the 1990s. See Henrik Kleven, “The EITC and the Extensive Margin: A Reappraisal,” National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper No. 26405, revised March 2023, p. 35, https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w26405/w26405.pdf (accessed March 26, 2023).

26. Another factor was that a $1.00 cut in TANF benefits would generally be offset by a 33 cent increase in food stamp benefits. Since food stamp benefits are 100 percent funded by the federal government, states had an incentive to promote food stamp use and reduce TANF expenditures.

27. Welfare caseloads fell due to a decrease in new enrollments and an increase in exits from the caseload. In the initial years of reform, caseloads fell rapidly in states with rigorous work requirements. Over time, caseloads fell more gradually but substantially in nearly all states. This occurred because even modest requirements for recipients and prospective recipients to move toward self-support will produce fewer enrollments and increased exits. See Youssef and Rector, “The Determinants of Welfare Caseload Decline.”

28. Each state may use TANF funding for virtually any project relating to lower-income populations. Even though TANF funding in constant dollars has been significantly cut relative to pre-reform AFDC funding, all states have diverted a majority of limited TANF funding away from cash assistance and into alternative services. On average, states spent only 33 percent of their total TANF funds on cash assistance (including state EITC payments) in FY 2019. This is true even in blue states, California, for example, allocates 38 percent of its TANF funding to cash, and New York allocates 55 percent to cash. See Table A1, “Federal TANF and State MOE [Maintenance-of-Effort] Expenditures Summary by ACF-196 Spending Category, FY 2019,” and state tables in U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, Office of Family Assistance, “TANF Financial Data—FY 2019,” current as of February 22, 2021, https://www.acf.hhs.gov/ofa/data/tanf-financial-data-fy-2019 (accessed April 23, 2023).


32. The act specified that the TANF program’s four goals would be to “(1) provide assistance to needy families so that children may be cared for in their own homes or in the homes of relatives; (2) end the dependence of needy parents on government benefits by promoting job preparation, work, and marriage; (3) prevent and reduce the incidence of out-of-wedlock pregnancies and establish annual numerical goals for preventing and reducing the incidence of these pregnancies; and (4) encourage the formation and maintenance of two-parent families.” H.R. 3734, Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, Part A, § 401(a)(1)-(4), https://www.congress.gov/104/plaws/publ193/PLAW-104publ193.pdf (accessed April 23, 2023).


34. The data series of children in married two-parent families includes children of parents who have divorced and then remarried. A more useful measure would identify children living with both biological parents; however, there are no consistent historical data for that measure.

35. Lerman, Price, Shumway, and Wilcox, “Marriage and State-level Economic Outcomes.” The measure of family structure in this source is related but somewhat different from the measure shown in Chart 2. Wilcox and Lerman measure the percent of parents residing in married two-parent families. This figure fell from 93 percent in 1970 to 82.5 percent in 1992; since then, it has not declined. If the pre-welfare trends had continued, the ratio would have dropped another 9.6 percent points; this would likely have produced the economic losses described in the text. These figures do not match the economic loss numbers provided earlier in the paper because those figures reflect estimates of actual losses while the present figures represent additional losses that would have occurred if family structure had not stabilized.

36. Other factors contributed to the decline in teen births. For example, the Campaign to Prevent Teen Pregnancy was founded in 1996 in response to President Clinton’s call to reduce teen pregnancy in his 1995 State of the Union Address. This organization conducted very effective public education campaigns directed at teen and pre-teen audiences. Part of the effectiveness of social messaging on this topic came from the broad bipartisan consensus on the need to reduce teen pregnancy and births. Regrettably, a similar bipartisan consensus was never achieved on the issue of reducing non-marital childbirth in general and strengthening marriage.

37. In 1992, there were 353,000 births to unmarried girls between the ages of 15 and 19. These births represented 30 percent of non-marital births and 9 percent of all births.

38. The AFDC program had a decisive influence on family formation in low-income communities. At its high point, half of the children in single-parent families in the U.S. were receiving benefits from the program each month. Among families of never-married mothers and mothers with lower education levels, the percentage would be even higher.


40. The change in non-marital birth rates over time was most pronounced among blacks, who were the group most affected by the traditional AFDC program.

41. Daniel Schneider, “Non-marital and Teen Fertility and Contraception During the Great Recession,” RSF: The Russell Sage Foundation Journal of the Social Sciences, Vol. 3, No. 3 (April 2017), pp. 126–143, https://www.rsfs.org/content/rsfs/3/3/126.full.pdf (accessed April 23, 2023). This study finds that higher levels of unemployment and economic hardship in the great recession led to moderate reductions in the teen and non-marital birth rates and to increases in consistent contraceptive use among non-married women and teens. The study notes that the impact of the great recession was unusual because, historically, there had been limited linkage between non-marital births and economic conditions.

42. Following the normal statistical practice in this paper, the number of pregnancies equals the sum of live births and induced abortions. Miscarriages are omitted from the count due to a lack of consistent marriage-related data; the number of miscarriages as a share of all conceptions is fairly constant over time, so this omission does not negatively affect trends in the reported pregnancy numbers. See Stephanie J. Ventura, Sally C. Curtin, Joyce C. Abma, and Stanley K. Henshaw, “Estimated Pregnancy Rates and Rates of Pregnancy Outcomes for the United States, 1990–2008,” U.S.

18. Many pro-life groups believe that IUDs are abortifacients that operate mainly by preventing the implantation of fertilized embryos in the womb. By this view, the drop in the non-marital pregnancy rate after 2000 would be less sharp. There would be about four to eight more pregnancies per 1,000 non-married women in 2019 than the figures shown in Chart 6.

19. The percentage of children born outside of marriage incorporates two important underlying factors. First, it reflects the fact that the share of women of childbearing age who are married has been steadily declining; this fall in the marriage rate tends to increase non-marital childbirth. The second underlying factor is the difference between the trend of the non-marital birth rate (births per 1,000 non-married women) and the marital birth rate (births per 1,000 married women). For much of the relevant period, the non-marital birth rate was rising while the marital birth rate was falling. If the percentage of women who are married falls while the non-marital birth rate rises relative to the marital birth rate, the share of births occurring outside of marriage will rise rapidly.

20. The upturn in the trend between 2004 and 2008 was caused by two factors. First, in the 1990s, welfare reform caused many non-married women in their teens and early 20s to avoid and postpone non-marital pregnancy and childbirth. By 2004, this postponement came to an end, and there was a marked surge in non-marital births to older non-married women between the ages of 25 and 40. However, this upturn in non-marital births to older women was temporary and faded within a few years. The second factor was the growth in births to non-married cohabiting parents following welfare reform. This increase was prevalent in the early reform period but ended by 2008. The impact of the rise in births to non-married cohabiting parents can be seen in the divergence between the solid green and red lines in Chart 7.


22. Cohabitation between biological parents is very different from sequential cohabitation of a mother with a series of unrelated boyfriends. The latter condition has extremely negative effects on children.

54. Ibid.

55. The survey data used to produce the green line are discontinuous and have been interpolated. Non-interpolated data are available upon request.

56. As noted, in 1992, the Supreme Court’s ruling in Planned Parenthood v. Casey gave state governments greater flexibility in shaping abortion policy, encouraging the expansion of laws requiring parental notification or consent for abortions for girls under 18. In 1992, some 20 states had parental notification or consent laws. By 2022, the number was 36. Overall, some 19 studies have analyzed the impact of parental notification and consent laws on teen abortion rates. Nearly all show that these laws have a statistically significant effect in reducing abortion rates. On average, they find that the policy leads to a 15 percent to 20 percent reduction in the rates of in-state teen abortions for girls under 17. See Michael J. New, “Analyzing the Impact of U.S. Antiabortion Legislation in the Post-Casey Era: A Reassessment,” State Politics & Policy Quarterly, Vol. 14, No. 3 (September 2014), p. 231, https://www.jillstanek.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/SPPQ-New-2014-2.pdf (accessed March 27, 2023). This indicates that the expansion in parental notification rules to additional states after 1992 did have a significant role in the decrease in teen abortion rates but would have accounted for a small portion of the very large drop in the number of abortions for 15-year-olds to 19-year-olds shown in Chart 8.

57. The non-marital pregnancy rate is defined as the sum of the non-marital birth rate plus the non-marital abortion rate. Miscarriages are omitted due to a lack of consistent data.

58. The Hyde Amendment restricted federal funding for abortion. Most of the recipients of the blocked funding would have been lower-income, non-married women, particularly women on AFDC. The immediate effect of restricting government funding for abortion is that lower-income pregnant women are less likely to choose abortion and more likely to give birth. This direct effect is clearly shown in the national trends. Chart 9 shows that the non-marital abortion rate begins to fall directly after the implementation of the Hyde Amendment, while the non-marital birth rate rises sharply as shown in Chart 6. However, there is a secondary effect that coincides with implementation of the Hyde Amendment: The growth in the non-marital pregnancy rate slows. This slowdown partially offsets the impact of the Hyde Amendment in increasing non-marital births. This dual impact is in keeping with the historical pattern. Ready access to abortion provides perceived “insurance” against the consequences of non-marital pregnancy; this leads to increases in non-marital sexual activity and less diligent contraceptive use, which in turn increases pregnancy. Thus, the introduction of abortion on demand led to the simultaneous dramatic rise in non-marital pregnancy, births, and abortions as shown in Charts 6 and 9. See George A. Akerlof, Janet L. Yellen, and Michael L. Katz, “An Analysis of Out-of-Wedlock Childbearing in the United States,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 111, No. 2 (May 1996), pp. 277–317, https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/files/2013/10/outofwedlock.pdf (accessed March 27, 2023). It should be no surprise that the partial limitation of abortion through the Hyde Amendment led to a slowdown in the rise of non-marital pregnancy. In support of this principle, a number of studies find that states that circumvent the Hyde Amendment by using state funds for abortion have higher rates of births and abortions relative to those that do not. See Phillip J. Cook, Allan M. Parnell, Michael J. Moore, and Deanna Pagnini, “The Effects of Short-term Variation in Abortion Funding on Pregnancy Outcomes,” National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper No. 5843, November 1996, pp. 8 and 27, https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w5843/w5843.pdf (accessed March 27, 2023).

59. Due to a lack of data, miscarriages are not included in the count of pregnancies.

60. For the source of these numbers, see Appendix: Methodology and Data Sources, infra.

61. In 1992, at the start of welfare reform, the non-marital pregnancy rate was 89.3 per thousand, and the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio was 0.49. Multiplied together, they produced an abortion rate of 44 abortions per 1,000 non-married women. In 2020, the pregnancy rate had fallen to 59.6, and the abortion-to-pregnancy ratio had fallen to 0.35. Multiplied together, this produced a non-marital abortion rate of 21 per thousand. Altogether, the non-marital abortion rate was more than cut in half during the period, falling from 44 per thousand to 21 per thousand.

62. Welfare reform clearly appears to have been the primary cause of the abrupt downward shift in the non-marital pregnancy rate in the early 1990s. No rival explanation is apparent. In subsequent decades, the persistence of reform almost certainly remained a critical factor in the continuing decline.

63. This represents the decrease in the non-marital abortion rate between 1992 and 2022 relative to the number of abortions that would have occurred had the non-marital pregnancy rate and non-marital abortion-to-pregnancy ratios remained fixed at their 1992 levels.


67. These policies appear to reduce the abortion rate for all women by 0.7 abortions per 1,000 married and non-married women aged 15 to 44 in the enacting states. See Table 11, “The Impact of Abortion Restrictions on the Minor Abortion Rate and Adult Abortion Rate,” in New, “Analyzing the Impact of U.S. Antiabortion Legislation in the Post-Casey Era: A Reassessment,” p. 257. The average state-level abortion rate for married and non-married women was 15.9 per 1,000 married and non-married women during the period studied. See Table 1, “Summary State-Level Statistics on the Incidence


72. Altogether, the decline in the non-marital pregnancy rate and the rise in the number of cohabiting couples relative to isolated pregnant women accounted for approximately 10 million of the 15.9 million fewer abortions that occurred in the post-reform era.


74. The change in incentives will affect the behavior not only of current recipients, but also of prospective recipients and even non-married women who have not yet conceived children.

75. The large shift from reliance on AFDC to reliance on the work-based EITC following reform has similar effects. The EITC rewards a single mother for working and will also reward marriage of a non-working mother to a working father.

76. To understand marriage penalties in the welfare system, one can imagine the federal income tax if the separate schedule for married filing jointly were removed and married couples were taxed on the sum of their joint income using the same schedule applied to non-married individuals. In such a system, married two-earner couples would face large marriage penalties. Most could substantially reduce their tax burdens by divorcing or never marrying. Marriage rates would plummet. This is exactly how the welfare system operates. In general, welfare programs do not have the equivalent of the married filing jointly schedule. The marginal tax rates or benefit reduction rates are largely the same for married and single-parent families.

77. Marriage penalties should be calculated holistically based on the full package of benefits received rather than on a single program in isolation. Aggregate marriage penalties should be calculated by measuring the joint resources parents will have if they do not marry compared to the resources if they marry.


79. As Scott Winship states, “[I]f welfare reform increased cohabitation but not marriage, one interpretation might be that marriage might have increased if not for the marriage disincentives in the rest of the safety net. That would call for building on the lessons of welfare reform by applying the same reforms to other programs.” Scott Winship, “A Half Century Decline in Marriage…That Ended 30 Years Ago for Disadvantaged Kids,” pp. 6–7.

80. Musick and Michaelmore, “Change in the Stability of Marital and Cohabiting Unions following the Birth of a Child.”


83. The means-tested welfare system contains over 90 separate programs. It would be impossible to reform this complex system on a program-by-program basis. A holistic alternative might, for example, increase the EITC for married couples with children and use the extra benefits provided to offset the marriage penalties in other programs such as food stamps and public housing. See Robert Rector and Vijay Menon, “Understanding the Hidden $1 Trillion Welfare System and How to Reform It,” Heritage Foundation *Backgrounder* No. 3294, April 5, 2018, https://www.heritage.org/sites/default/files/2018-04/BG3294.pdf.


87. These figures cover non-marital abortions between 1972 and 2022.